Abstract-Multimedia communications in wireless sensor networks is a very challenging task. Video coding with high computational complexity and great contribution to the energy consumption of nodes and video transmission over erroneous wireless channel are the main reasons of these challenges. Distributed Video Coding has high potential for being deployed in these networks due to its unique features like as independent frame coding and low complexity encoding operations. The purpose of this study is to understand and evaluate the distributed video coding performance facing the transmission characteristics in wireless multimedia sensor networks. To this end, the comparative analysis of the coding in respect of main factors of video transmission (i.e., bit rate and error resiliency) in the Wireless Multimedia Sensor Networks (WMSN) has been done. We have used both the objective and subjective criteria for checking the video quality and applied the Gilbert-Elliot channel model for capturing the bit-level error in WMSN. Therefore, unlike previous works, our results are more realistic. In addition, based on this model we have investigated the impact of protection of frames by Reed-Solomon error control scheme. The results show that paying attention to coding parameters and protecting key frames, have a great impact on increasing the quality of the receiving video and will reduce the energy consumption and delays due to low number of requests from the feedback channel.
I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless Multimedia Sensor Networks (WMSN) are new class of Wireless Sensor Networks that have high potential for solving the problems related to interaction with the real world in the industries, environments, medical, and security applications [1, 2] . Strict and predefined QOS requirements of multimedia data on a network of low-power nodes pose many challenges in respect of energy, ability to process and storage capacity. Now, among the several types of multimedia data, compression and transmission of video data on WMSN are the greatest challenges because in one hand, it has heavy process at encoding side, high bit rate, and strict quality requirements and on the other hand, we are faced with constraints arising from low power nodes and erroneous wireless channels that practically make the traditional video coding standards like MPEG or H.26x impossible for these networks [3, 4] .
Distributed Video Coding is the best option for being used in WMSN because of low computational complexity of video coding [4, 5] . In addition, independently frame coding in this codec that is because of its unique architecture, provides ability to multi view scenes without any need for communication between nodes in the case of dense networks. These features enable many other creative applications that are not possible for WMSN using conventional video coding [6] .
But designing the efficient and high quality transmission frameworks for this coding are not possible without evaluating and understanding the DVC performance facing the transmission characteristics in WMSN. For this reason, in this study a series of comparative analyzes has been presented for the two main transmission factors: bit rate and error resiliency which are the most important properties of optimal transmission over WMSN [7] .
Rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 is dedicated to reviewing distributed video coding architecture and the related previous works. Then in Section 3, performance of bit rate is analyzed in this coding for all types of frames. Analysis of DVC error resilience is presented in Section 4 after describing the simulation conditions. Next, the effect of protection of key frames by RS error control on perceived quality has been investigated. Finally, Section 5 is dedicated to conclusion and future works.
II. BACKGROUND
Due to unique properties of DVC in recent years, many researchers focus on it [6, 8] . This method of video coding does not mean distribution operations related to video coding between nodes; in fact this coding method is an independent way for video compression which is based on Wolf-Slepian theory in information theory that was presented as distributed source coding [9] for lossless separate coding in 1970s. Then, it was presented as a lossy coding by Wyner-Ziv [10] , and it has been used for video coding in recent years.
Although, data coding and multimedia data experts look for more efficient architectural coding method [8] , especially for presenting some architectures in order to support better quality for multi view feature in this coding [6] , now two architectures are the most common ones for DVC [11] . The first architecture, interpolation based distributed video codec, was presented at Stanford University [12, 13] and shortly afterwards, the second architecture, a backward prediction based distributed codec that known as PRISM [14, 15] , was presented. According to observations and researches, the first architecture has shown better performance than the second architecture due to bit rate [11] ; therefore, we will consider the first architecture in this paper. Its block diagram is shown in Fig. 1 .
Main idea in this coding method is to attempt to exploit the temporal correlation of video signal in the decoding phase rather than in the encoding one. For this reason, frames will be encoded completely independent of each other in this coding method.
In DVC, key frames are encoded by one of the traditional video codec like H.264/AVC in intra mode operation without any motion compensated prediction between two frames. Also inter frames known as WynerZiv frames are encoded based on Distributed Source Coding principles. To this end, after suitable DCT transformation and quantization operation thanks to proper quantization matrices, bits will be sent to a turbo encoder.
Turbo encoder is a systematic channel coding that produces parity bits by encoding the frames and sending them to decoder by discarding the main data. Also Turbo decoder uses them in decoder in order to full reconstruction of the WZ frame that its rough estimation was created by doing motion compensation interpolation in decoder, between two previous key frames by name of Side Information (SI) [11] [12] [13] . Then, since no prediction loop exists in encoder, an intrinsic robustness to transmission errors has been claimed. So, the complexity of coding operations will be transferred from encoder to decoder.
A notable point in this architecture is the existence of a feedback channel. As it is shown in Fig. 1 , all external bits from turbo encoder are not sent to decoder and based on the balance between bit rate and quality of picture a suitable size of bits that are sent to the decoder should be approximated. However, in decoding time, if we are not able to reconstruct its corresponding WZ frames for any reason such as bad SI, we can request and receive more parity bits from feedback channel. So, the feedback channel and independent behavior of frames from each other are caused the basic difference between this coding method and the traditional video coding. For this reason, many researchers are looking for optimizing video transmission due to this coding method on computer networks. For example, in [16] has presented the cross layer framework for video transmission with high quality on wireless multimedia sensor networks that has used DVC coding in the application layer of this framework. But it only has sufficed to different prioritizing its frames in wireless medium access (control) layer that in fact is a common technique in transmission of video that coded with traditional video coding, too.
Tonoli et al. [11] observed error-resiliency in current architectures of this coding and analyzed the effect of error on video quality in this coding. But a suitable channel model has not been used in this work. They used packet level channel model that does not obtained valid results for video due to none equal video frame size and varies of error occurrence over time in the RF band that used in WMSN.
In this research, an appropriate error model is presented for channels that act in bit level. Then, video transmission from the distributed video coding is analyzed by considering the constraints posed by wireless sensor networks. Therefore, its results will be more realistic and it can be used in the frameworks of video transmission especially in cross layer video transmission framework which are based on the information of application layer.
III. ANALYSIS OF BIT RATE EFFICIENCY
Data transmission consumes a large amount of energy in sensors [1] ; thus, in these networks relationship between perceived quality and bit rate for video coding has a double significance and a suitable video coding approach for these networks should have high performance on bit rate in addition to having the low complexity in the coding and intrinsic robustness to transmission error. In order to evaluate this criterion in the current architecture of DVC, in this section of the paper, at first we compare the bit rate performance of DVC and H264/AVC coding. Then, we analyze DVC operation in encoding with different bit rates in order to determine the effect of independently coded frames on the importance and efficiency of bit rates in key and Wyner-Ziv frames. To do this, two video sequences "Foreman" and "Hall monitor" that are varying in motion characteristics and widely used in papers, were selected. These video sequences contain 300 frames of QCIF resolution and they have coded with rate of 30 frames per second by DISCOVER [17] .
In Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 , rate-distortion curve for these two coding methods are observable in different GOP sizes. In both of sequences, DVC has much higher efficiency than H264/AVC at intra mode. Also it is observed that, after a certain bit rate, DVC acts better than H264/AVC with GOP size 2. The reason is formed better SI from previous key frames due to higher bit rate and so, the decoder does not need to receive more parity bits. Another remark in this diagram is higher bit rate of DVC with Adoptive GOP size from GOP size 2 and also, H264/AVC. In fact, it occurs because of high motion in frames and codec preference on sending frames completely instead of sending WZ frames. This issue is inversed in Fig. 2 that has obtained for video with low motion and as you see, DVC has achieved high performance on bit rate with succession sending of several WZ frames.
An important note which should be considered about this coding is carefully choosing the parameters of the coding, especially, quantization parameter and consequently the bit rate. In fact, since size of required parity bits in this coding that has been requested by decoder for reconstruction related WZ frames is dependent on the quality of the key frame that the SI will be made based on it, in low bit rates large volume of them will be requested and send because of low quality of key frames while they are not so effective for levels of perceived quality.
In Fig. 4 , the impact of this issue is observed in both "Foreman" and "Hall monitor" (at low bit rate coding). As it is shown, even though generally the bit rate has been increased, in some cases the reduction in receiving quality is observed. For example, in Foreman sequence with bit rate encoding 109 kbps two different levels of quality will be received. The higher quality is related to the case that video coding has done in higher rates and more details (Quantization Parameter = 44) from beginning and size and quality of key frames are higher in it and lower quality is resulting by video coded with less detail (QP = 49) that low quality of key frames in it cause of absence of appropriate SI and more need of decoder to the parity bits for WZ frame reconstruction. At this point, frame-by-frame bit rate and PSNR curves for Foreman has shown in In Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 , that pair of indices in them are belong to WZ frames.
So, we can conclude that in DVC, quality of video frames and bit rate of WZ frames depend on bit rate and quality of key frames and generally, bit performance in key frame is much higher than bit performance in WZ frames; hence, considering this issue is necessary in selecting the encoding parameters. In Fig. 7 , the relation between bit rate and receiving quality for both types of frames in Foreman is shown, separately. As it can be seen, increasing the bit rate and consequently increasing the receive quality in key frame will reduce the bit rate but increase the quality of WZ frames. Fig. 7 . Rate-Distortion in key and wyner-ziv frames Also independent coding of frames and the channel feedback in this architecture cause that in low bit rate, the quality of WZ frames differs from the receive quality of the key frames due to getting more bits for the reconstruction. Even though it positively affects the average PSNR, it negatively affects the experimental quality of users because of the lack of uniformity frame's quality. We can overcome this issue by using a good approximation for the size of Wyner-Ziv frames that is proportional to the quality of the key frame but after transmission on erroneous wireless channel it will happen again, even more vigorously. For this reason, having the exact knowledge about this coding behavior in erroneous condition is necessary for confronting and controlling the error. In the next section of this research, the coding behavior in erroneous condition is investigated more realistically using simulation and applying a bit-level error model.
IV. ERROR RESILIENCE PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
Channel error commonly occurs in wireless networks. It is more common in WMSNs due to the low power transmitters [18] . In addition, to the video data, the data compression within frames and breaking them to smaller packets result in a packet loss may have adverse effect on the reconstruction of a GOP. But as previously stated, by frames independent coding, DVC is safe and behaves somewhat differently when encounters with channel error.
In this part of the study, we analyze the behavior of the DVC against channel error and discover the appropriate strategies to deal with it through the stimulation analysis. Since RF band is used in wireless sensor networks to transfer data and its error characteristics are not uniform over time, and given that, the video frame lengths are variable, so after packetizing, the packets will not have the same lengths, using packet-based error model will not provide valid results. Here, we use Gilbert-Elliot twostate Markov model which works at the bit level [19] to model the channel behavior. Researchers show that this model estimates the error characteristics in the wireless channel well [20, 21] . Therefore it has been widely used in the literature regarding WSN [21, 22] .
This model has two states named Good and Bad, to illustrate states with light and heavy bit error rate (BER) respectively. In Good state the channel has bit error probability Eg with long intervals and in Bad state the channel has bit error probability Eb with short intervals where, Eb>> Eg.
The state diagram of this model is shown in Fig. 8 . In this state diagram, the values of Eg and Eb and the 2x2 stochastic transition matrix provide complete specification of this two-state Markov chain. To determine the probability of state transition, values PBB and PGG are required that are probability of transmit to Good or Bad states, given that current state is that mode. These values are based on actual experiences presented in several papers [23, 24] .
In this model, the mean sojourn time in each of these states (duration of staying in a state) will be equal
TG = 1/1-PGG
(1)
Then the mean bit error rate in this model can be calculated by (3): 
Average (BER) = TG Eg + TB Eb
That reflects the impact of the transition probabilities between states on the average BER.
Using this model also known as the Gilbert-Elliot Erasure channel, due to burst errors model, preserves the independence of the frames packetizing method from channel model and yields more realistic results.
A. simulation setup
In order to measure the error resiliency of DVC and discover appropriate strategies to deal with channel error in it, Network Simulator (2) [25] and video quality measurement tool set called EvalVid [26] have been used. In the simulation scenario, a wireless sensor network within 200x200 meter with 50 wireless nodes capable of collecting, coding, and sending a live video to sink destination has been assumed. Physical characteristics that are based on MicaZ multimedia sensors [27] are presented in Table 1 . In each simulation run, a pair of sender and receiver is selected randomly from the nodes in which the sender captures, encode with DVC and sends video sequences by taking random hops to the destination through the AODV routing protocol [28] . We have used a protocol based on a CSMA to manage medium access control.
Here, both the Foreman and Hall monitor sequences have been coded by DISCOVER in GOP Size = 2 with 15 fps in which the key frames are generated by H.264/AVC codec and are broken into packets of 200 bytes and in case of a packet loss, standard error concealment methods in H.264 are used to compensate it in the related frame. Additionally, WZ frames are grouped and transmitted in packets by using the approach presented in [11] and if they are lost due to errors, they will be requested and retransmitted through the feedback channel. The presented results are mean of 5 repetitions of simulation runs.
B. simulation result
Independent frames coding and feedback channel in DVC are the two reasons causing different behavior of this coding against channel errors. Admittedly receiving more bits from feedback channel will increase energy consumption and delay that both are important factors affecting the quality of service received from transmission framework in wireless sensor networks [29] . But since the purpose of this study is just to investigate the behavior of the codec against channel error, so our hypothesis is receiving WZ bits after one or several times of sending, without considering retransmission in bit rate. Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 show decreasing pattern of PSNR with increasing bit error rate for two sequences. In these curves, further reduction in the average PSNR for H.264 video coded compared with coded video with DVC is evident. Although due to the lack of such channels in H.264 coding, it is not a fair comparison, but it shows the effect of feedback channel in DVC.
It is also observed for DVC that the receiving quality in video that encoded at high bit rates in different BERs is little away from the quality of video that encoded at lower bit rates and for Foreman in some cases the values are lower. Its main reason is that the key frames are more subjected to error that has been sent without any protection and they are more intensive at high bit rates. In fact, it highlights the impact and importance of the key frames and the need to protect them, which leads to an increase in receiving quality and it also reduces the number of request from feedback channel.
Another point worth noting according to these figures is further reducing PSNR with increasing the probability of error in Foreman to Hall monitor that indicates the effect of application type and his motion characteristics on behavior of this coding method against channel error. and the failure of the key frames that side information made based on them cause to form an inappropriate SI in the decoder side; thus, the number of requests from the feedback channel increases and the quality of Wyner-Ziv frames reduces. So, for DVC coding, when choosing encoding parameters and error control, we must pay more attention to this issue. Since independent encoding of frames in DVC causes independent behavior of the frames encountering the channel error, quality loss caused by the increase in bit error rate is reported separately for two kinds of frames in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 where WZ frames is less affected due to the feedback channel and requiring more parity bits when does not able to reconstructing the frame. As it was said earlier, although it would have a positive impact on the average PSNR, it will have a disastrous impact on the experimental quality of the user. The impact of this issue can be seen on five consecutive frames in both video sequences in the Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 . According to Table 2 , which presents the features of these five frames in terms of size and PSNR, it can be seen that WZ frames with number 91 in Foreman and number 37 in Hall monitor that key frames before and after it has poor quality, have been able to reconstruct a better picture and get more PSNR by getting more bits from feedback channel. But this increase compared to the volume of received bits from the feedback channel, which requires energy and causes delay would be negligible. This problem can be largely overcome by protection the key frames. For example, in WZ frames numbers 93 and 39 that have been shown respectively in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14, although only the key frame after them has good quality, due to the formation of appropriate SI with this frame in decoder, less receiving from feedback channels has been done and they have had better quality than the three previous frames.
In the next section of this paper, by applying an appropriate error control on the key frames, we study and analyze its effects on PSNR and uniformity of its values between key and wyner-ziv frames through measures of In the FEC error control techniques at the link layer, usually the sender adds some redundancy to the packets and by using them the receiver will be able to detect and correct the channel error that its value depends on the amount of redundancy. There are many methods for this type of error control. These methods are divided into two main categories: the Block Codes techniques such as Reed-Solomon or BCH, and the Convolutional Codes techniques. In the first method, the data is divided into blocks that are then coded, while in the latter one data is processed bit by bit.
We have used Reed-Solomon error control in our analysis because as previously noted, in the RF channel we have encountered with burst errors. In this case, Block Code methods are more efficient and among them RS has lower power consumption than other methods [30] .
In RS method, FEC encoder receives a block consists of k symbols and makes n symbols of channel. Here it is shown by RS (n, k) where n ≥ k and the decoder can be able to retrieve a block of up to n-k/2 faulty symbol and it is not important that corrupted symbols have how much bit errors [26] . We have considered symbols as a byte and encode and send them by RS (204,200).
A. simulation result
Comparing curves of the bit rate changes and receiving quality by increasing BER are plotted in Fig. 15 and Fig.  16 for Foreman in both high and low bit rates (similar result have been obtained for Hall monitor that due to lack of space are not shown here). Protective effects of the key frames via RS to maintain quality and avoid requiring feedback channel are well seen.
In fact, with adding redundancy to data and consuming more energy for decoding RS at each hop (Reed-Solomon encoder energy consumption is negligible) [28] we achieved a significant increase in quality of frames and there is no need to feedback channel and consequently reduction in the delay, that all of which remind us need to protect frames in DVC. By WZ frames protection through ARQ and reduce probability of losing these packets can achieve more reduction in number of request from the feedback channel. In Fig. 17 MOS criteria has been used to show the distribution of frames quality in protected and unprotected conditions. Mean Opinion Score is a subjective parameter for measuring the quality of experience (QoE) of a video in application-level that shows user experimental quality with a score ranging from 1 to 5 [26] . Here, PSNR values for each frame has been mapped to MOS based on Table 3 , and percentage of frames in each area has been calculated. According to these figure it can be understood that the problem of quality fluctuating between the key and WZ frames described in Section 3, is largely removed, by protecting key frames in addition to a significant increase in the number of frames with Good quality. In Fig. 18 , the values of PSNR for 150 subsequent frames have been depicted for the Foreman sequence that confirms this result. The reduction of the frequency and severity of such fluctuations occurrence can be seen clearly after applying the error control on the key frames. In this study, according to the bit rate importance and error resiliency in video transmission over WMSN, we have studied and compared bit rate efficiency in DVC and its error resiliency. To do this, we have used twostate Gilbert-Elliot channel models to capture the bit level channel error. Based on the results, the performance of the bit rate in key frames is much higher than WZ frames.
In addition, despite frames independent coding, in this coding method the error in the key frames will increase WZ bit rate significantly. The increase of WZ bit rate somewhat compensates the distortion in this frames; however it causes fluctuations in quality of the key frames and reduction of QoE. In addition, receiving bits from feedback channel requires energy and it will increase the delay. Then the effect of protection of the key frames in reduction in bit rate have been shown by the Link Layer FEC (Reed-Solomon) and increasing the average PSNR as well as MOS, was shown in a separate analysis according to which we can largely overcome the problems by protection of the frame mentioned. Therefore, error control in DVC can be considered as a necessity that must be used by complete understanding the efficiency of various methods for error control. Performance analysis of error control methods and providing efficient methods for it considering the limitations in the WMSN and DVC coding features will be pursued in future work.
